Specifications table {#s0005}
====================

Subject AreaOperations Research and Management ScienceMore specific subject areaNonlinear OptimizationType of dataTablesHow data was acquired<http://www.cuter.rl.ac.uk/>, experimental output dataData formatRaw and filterdExperimental factorsNoneExperimental featuresA comparison of different solvers for bound-constrained optimization problems on CUTEst test set is reported.Data accessibilityTest problems are available at <http://www.cuter.rl.ac.uk/>. Further details on output data available on <https://sites.google.com/a/dis.uniroma1.it/asa-bcp/> and at request to the authors.

Value of the data {#s0010}
=================

•Output data reported represent a benchmark for future comparisons, among algorithms for box constrained optimization.•Output data can be used by other researchers for tuning parameters related to active-set strategies and truncated Newton methods.•Output data highlights how non-monotone line search procedures can be used in combination with active-set strategies.

1. Data {#s0015}
=======

We report the data related to the numerical experience carried out to assess the performance of algorithm ASA-BCP  proposed in [@bib3]. All computations have been run on an Intel Xeon(R), CPU E5-1650 v2 3.50 GHz. The test set consists of 140 bound-constrained problems from the CUTEst collection [@bib10], with dimension up to $10^{5}$. The stopping condition for all codes is$$\| x - {\lbrack x - g(x)\rbrack}^{\sharp}\|_{\infty} < 10^{- 5},$$where $g( \cdot )$ and $\| \cdot \|_{\infty}$ denote the gradient of the objective function, and the sup-norm of a vector, respectively. In the following, we further denote by ${\lbrack \cdot \rbrack}^{\sharp}$ the projection of a vector onto the feasible set $\lbrack l,u\rbrack \subset {IR}^{n}$.

Following the analysis suggested in [@bib1], we checked whether the codes find different stationary points. The results are then reported distinguishing if all codes find the same stationary point (with a tolerance of $10^{- 3}$) or not.

2. Experimental design, materials and methods {#s0020}
=============================================

In the following, we provide the implementation details related to ASA-BCP, according to the algorithmic scheme reported in [@bib3]: ASA-BCP  is a two-stage algorithmic framework that suitably combines the active-set estimate proposed in [@bib7] with the non-monotone line search procedure described in [@bib5] to handle box constrained optimization problems.

In the first stage of ASA-BCP, an active-set estimate is employed to detect those variables that are at the bounds at a stationary point. The active-set estimate has been used also in the context of mixed-integer convex quadratic programming [@bib2] and of $\ell_{1}$-regularized problems [@bib6] and depends on a parameter $\epsilon$. In [Section 2.1](#s0025){ref-type="sec"}, we detail how to properly update $\epsilon$ in order to satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 3.5 in [@bib3].

In the second stage of ASA-BCP, a truncated Newton strategy is used in the subspace of the variables estimated non-active. Details on how we compute the search direction for the minimization with respect to the estimated non-active variables are reported in [Section 2.2](#s0030){ref-type="sec"}.

The following notation will be used. Given a feasible point $x^{k}$ produced by ASA-BCP, we write$$A_{l}^{k}\  ≔ \ A_{l}(x^{k}),\quad A_{u}^{k}\  ≔ \ A_{u}(x^{k})\quad\text{and}\quad N^{k}\  ≔ \ N(x^{k})$$to denote the set of estimated active and non-active sets at $x^{k}$. In particular, $A_{l}^{k}$ will denote the set of variable estimated to be active at lower bound $l$ and $A_{u}^{k}$ will denote the set of variable estimated to be active at lower bound $u$. Similarly, given a feasible point ${\widetilde{x}}^{k}$ produced by ASA-BCP, we write$${\widetilde{A}}_{l}^{k}\  ≔ \ A_{l}({\widetilde{x}}^{k}),\quad{\widetilde{A}}_{u}^{k}\  ≔ \ A_{u}({\widetilde{x}}^{k})\quad\text{and}\quad{\widetilde{N}}^{k}\  ≔ \ N({\widetilde{x}}^{k}).$$

2.1. Updating of the $\epsilon$ parameter in ASA-BCP {#s0025}
----------------------------------------------------

A feature that characterizes ASA-BCP  is the use of the active-set estimate: once we have an $\epsilon$ satisfying Assumption 3.1 in [@bib3], a decrease of the objective function is guaranteed by fixing the estimated active variables to the values at the bounds (as it is shown in Proposition 3.5 in [@bib3]).

In general, such an $\epsilon$ cannot be "a priori" computed. This is why in our implementation we use the following updating rule. Starting from the value $\epsilon\  ≔ \ \min\{ 10^{- 6},\| x^{0} - {\lbrack x^{0} - g(x^{0})\rbrack}^{\sharp}\|^{- 3}\}$, at every iteration $k$ we compute $A_{l}^{k}$, $A_{u}^{k}$ and $N^{k}$. Then, we get the point$${\widetilde{x}}_{A_{l}^{k}}^{k}\  ≔ \ l_{A_{l}^{k}},\quad{\widetilde{x}}_{A_{u}^{k}}^{k}\  ≔ \ u_{A_{u}^{k}},\quad{\widetilde{x}}_{N^{k}}^{k}\  ≔ \ x_{N^{k}}^{k}.$$If ${\widetilde{x}}^{k}$ satisfies$$f({\widetilde{x}}^{k}) - f(x^{k}) \leq - \frac{1}{2\epsilon}\|{\widetilde{x}}^{k} - x^{k}\|^{2},$$then we accept ${\widetilde{x}}^{k}$ and do not change the value of $\epsilon$. Otherwise, we do not accept ${\widetilde{x}}^{k}$, we reduce $\epsilon$ and estimate the active variables again, repeating this procedure until the above relation is satisfied.

2.2. Calculation of the search direction in ASA-BCP {#s0030}
---------------------------------------------------

At every iteration $k$, in order to compute the search direction with respect to ${\widetilde{N}}^{k}$, ASA-BCP  approximately solves the Newton equation$$H_{{\widetilde{N}}^{k}{\widetilde{N}}^{k}}({\widetilde{x}}^{k})d_{{\widetilde{N}}^{k}}^{k} + g_{{\widetilde{N}}^{k}}({\widetilde{x}}^{k}) = 0$$by using the conjugate gradient strategy considered in [@bib4]. In particular, let $m = |{\widetilde{N}}^{k}|$, the scheme produces a finite sequence of conjugate directions $p_{0},p_{1},\ldots,p_{i} \in {IR}^{m}$, $i < m$, and the approximated Newton direction $d_{{\widetilde{N}}^{k}}^{k}$ is computed as $d_{{\widetilde{N}}^{k}}^{k}\  ≔ \ d_{i + 1}$, where$$d_{i + 1} ≔ - \sum\limits_{j = 0}^{i}\frac{g_{{\widetilde{N}}^{k}}{({\widetilde{x}}^{k})}^{T}p_{j}}{p_{j}^{T}H_{{\widetilde{N}}^{k}{\widetilde{N}}^{k}}({\widetilde{x}}^{k})p_{j}}p_{j}.$$In our implementation of ASA-BCP, we employed the following stopping criterion for the conjugate gradient method:$$\left| \frac{\lbrack q(d_{i + 1}) - q(d_{i})\rbrack - \frac{3}{2}\lbrack g_{{\widetilde{N}}^{k}}{({\widetilde{x}}^{k})}^{T}d_{i + 1} - g_{{\widetilde{N}}^{k}}{({\widetilde{x}}^{k})}^{T}d_{i}\rbrack}{q(d_{i + 1}) - \frac{3}{2}g_{{\widetilde{N}}^{k}}{({\widetilde{x}}^{k})}^{T}d_{i + 1}} \right|(i + 1) \leq \gamma_{k},$$where$$q(d)\  ≔ \ \frac{1}{2}d^{T}H_{{\widetilde{N}}^{k}{\widetilde{N}}^{k}}({\widetilde{x}}^{k})d + g_{{\widetilde{N}}^{k}}{({\widetilde{x}}^{k})}^{T}d,$$and $\gamma_{k}$ is taken as$$\begin{cases}
{\eta_{k},} & {\text{if}\ \| d_{i + 1}\| \geq \| g_{{\widetilde{N}}^{k}}({\widetilde{x}}^{k})\|,} \\
{\eta_{k}\min\{ 1,\| d_{i + 1}\|\},} & {{otherwise}.} \\
\end{cases}$$In ASA-BCP, we set $\eta_{k} = \min\left\{ {1,\ 0.1 + e^{- 0.001\ k}} \right\}$.

2.3. Algorithm parameters used in the comparisons {#s0035}
-------------------------------------------------

In the following, we report the parameters values of the algorithms we consider in [@bib3] for the comparisons.

For all methods, the stopping condition is$$\| x - {\lbrack x - g(x)\rbrack}^{\sharp}\|_{\infty} < 10^{- 5}.$$

In running ASA-BCP, according to the algorithmic scheme reported in [@bib3], we set $Z\  ≔ \ 20$ and $M\  ≔ \ 99$ (so that, in the non-monotone line search procedure, the last 100 objective function values are included in the computation of the reference value).

In running the other methods, default values are used for all parameters. More specifically:•In NMBC [@bib5], a non-monotone strategy is employed (it is similar to the one described for ASA-BCP), where the parameters $Z$ and $M$ are equal to 20 and 100, respectively. Moreover, the parameter $\epsilon$ used in the active-set estimate is equal to $10^{- 4}$.•In ALGENCAN [@bib8], the truncated Newton method is used as inner solver method, the scaling feature is disabled, and the parameter $\eta$ is equal to $0.1$ (a face of the feasible set is abandoned by the algorithm when the norm of the internal components of the continuous projected gradient is smaller than $\eta$ times the norm of the continuous projected gradient).•In LANCELOT B[@bib9], a band preconditioner is employed for the conjugate gradient method, with a semi-bandwidth equal to 5. Moreover, a non-monotone strategy is used with a history-length equal to 1.

2.4. Comparison between ASA-BCP and NMBC {#s0040}
----------------------------------------

In [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}, we report the numerical results obtained by ASA-BCP  and NMBC  on 140 problems from the CUTEst collection.Table 1Comparison between ASA-BCP  and NMBC on 140 problems from the CUTEst collection.Table 1**Problem**$n$**ASA-BCPNMBC**objf-evalcg-ittime (s)objf-evalcg-ittime (s)BDEXP10003.953e−0411100.03.940e−043200.0BDEXP50001.967e−0311100.01.966e−033200.1BIGGSB110001.500e−0219822720.11.500e−02512880.1BIGGSB150001.595e−0219924420.61.500e−02639740.9BIGGSB110,0001.595e−0219924421.31.500e−02665982.9BIGGSB120,0001.595e−0219924422.51.500e−02719,02516.6BQPGAUSS2003−3.626e−01990401.8−3.626e−016076741.6CHARDIS020006.384e−22210.12.260e−19220.1CHARDIS040004.648e−20210.54.398e−18220.5CHARDIS010,0001.246e−19212.81.526e−16223.3CHENHARK1000−2.000e+0010719530.1−2.000e+0010756,2162.2CHENHARK5000−2.000e+007315560.4−2.000e+0089129,08723.0CHENHARK10,000−2.000e+0010819350.9−2.000e+00117278,775105.7CHENHARK50,000−2.000e+0013726434.5−2.000e+0061207,468348.6CVXBQP110002.252e+041090.02.252e+044160.0CVXBQP110,0002.250e+0613110.02.250e+064190.0CVXBQP1100,0002.250e+0815120.22.250e+084220.2EXPLIN1200−7.193e+071082790.0−7.193e+071192790.0EXPLIN21200−7.200e+0741690.0−7.200e+071062050.0EXPQUAD1200−3.685e+091462250.0−3.685e+091063200.1JNLBRNG11024−1.803e−0141350.0−1.803e−0131710.1JNLBRNG11156−1.803e−0131280.0−1.803e−0131840.1JNLBRNG15625−1.805e−0142780.4−1.805e−0184830.8JNLBRNG110,000−1.806e−0153911.1−1.806e−01116991.9JNLBRNG115,625−1.806e−0154291.6−1.806e−01139553.7JNLBRNG21024−4.125e+0031580.0−4.125e+0031670.1JNLBRNG21156−4.128e+0031910.1−4.128e+0031460.1JNLBRNG25625−4.147e+0054070.5−4.147e+0064410.7JNLBRNG210,000−4.149e+0065271.3−4.149e+0087521.9JNLBRNG215,625−4.150e+0076592.3−4.150e+00109693.4JNLBRNGA1024−2.954e−013990.0−2.954e−0131250.0JNLBRNGA1156−2.935e−0131200.0−2.935e−0131420.1JNLBRNGA5625−2.753e−0153400.5−2.753e−0184050.6JNLBRNGA10,000−2.711e−0164181.1−2.711e−01116501.7JNLBRNGA15,625−2.685e−0154461.8−2.685e−01139073.4JNLBRNGB1024−6.440e+0045960.1−6.440e+0044490.1JNLBRNGB1156−6.429e+0045930.1−6.429e+0035240.1JNLBRNGB5625−6.330e+00614631.7−6.330e+00413881.7JNLBRNGB10,000−6.301e+00719623.7−6.301e+00423334.6JNLBRNGB15,625−6.281e+00823617.1−6.281e+00729028.9LINVERSE19996.810e+02212410.16.810e+02314220.2MCCORMCK1000−9.137e+027200.0−9.137e+023810190.2MCCORMCK5000−4.567e+0313220.0−4.567e+03397650.8MCCORMCK10,000−9.133e+0312160.1−9.133e+03385471.1MCCORMCK50,000−4.566e+0418290.5−4.566e+04372552.5MINSURFO27062.515e+0052740.32.515e+002623902.6MINSURFO59312.485e+001056471.82.485e+002719944.2NCVXBQP11000−1.987e+081090.0−1.987e+0810100.0NCVXBQP110,000−1.986e+1011100.0−1.986e+1011120.0NCVXBQP1100,000−1.985e+1215110.2−1.985e+1211120.2NCVXBQP21000−1.334e+0815240.0−1.334e+0813280.0NCVXBQP210,000−1.334e+1031630.1−1.334e+1030700.1NCVXBQP2100,000−1.334e+12411000.7−1.334e+12391010.7NCVXBQP31000−6.530e+0720340.0−6.530e+0720340.0NCVXBQP310,000−6.506e+09541290.1−6.506e+09616415,3269.8NCVXBQP3100,000−6.505e+1128710246.6−6.505e+11679307616.7NOBNDTOR5476−4.499e−0142350.4−4.499e−01104920.8NOBNDTOR10,000−4.438e−0153180.9−4.438e−01167632.3NOBNDTOR14,884−4.405e−0163961.7−4.405e−01199143.8NOBNDTOR40,000−4.347e−0196597.6−4.347e−0134198120.9NONSCOMP10008.661e−167370.01.869e−123290.0NONSCOMP50005.054e−137340.01.038e−193420.0NONSCOMP10,0001.680e−127370.07.380e−193410.0OBSTCLAE56251.863e+0092210.41.863e+0032930.4OBSTCLAE10,0001.886e+00234381.61.886e+0053840.9OBSTCLAE15,6251.901e+00164061.91.901e+0095411.8OBSTCLAL56251.863e+0041240.21.863e+0032150.2OBSTCLAL10,0001.886e+0041590.31.886e+0053170.6OBSTCLAL15,6251.901e+0042110.71.901e+0084331.2OBSTCLBL56257.231e+0041160.27.231e+0051830.3OBSTCLBL10,0007.272e+0041550.57.272e+0062730.7OBSTCLBL15,6257.296e+0042010.97.296e+00103701.6OBSTCLBM56257.231e+003880.17.231e+0051670.3OBSTCLBM10,0007.272e+0041190.47.272e+0052990.8OBSTCLBM15,6257.296e+0041640.87.296e+0041570.7OBSTCLBU56257.231e+0052110.47.231e+0042660.4OBSTCLBU10,0007.272e+0041630.57.272e+0072930.7OBSTCLBU15,6257.296e+0052311.17.296e+00103801.5ODNAMUR11,1309.237e+0372240,21324.59.237e+0384258,57941.7PENTDI1000−7.500e−013110.0−7.500e−013140.0PENTDI5000−7.500e−013110.0−7.500e−013140.1PENTDI10,000−7.500e−013110.0−7.500e−013140.2PENTDI50,000−7.500e−013110.1−7.500e−013140.8POWELLBC10003.103e+05483416959.33.103e+05287332848.7QRTQUAD1200−3.685e+091186380.1−3.685e+092016600.1QRTQUAD5000−2.649e+1171630781.1−2.649e+11102439081.8QUDLIN1200−7.200e+07410.0−7.200e+07420.0QUDLIN5000−1.250e+09720.0−1.250e+09740.0QUDLIN10,000−5.000e+09820.0−5.000e+09840.0SCOND1LS10022.967e−043657944,44157.38.954e−0448502,576,566184.4SCOND1LS50021.278e−021874451,965133.32.032e−021051995,227317.3SINEALI1000−9.990e+0416440.0−9.990e+0414830.0TORSION11024−4.450e−013770.0−4.450e−0151130.0TORSION15476−4.303e−0142130.3−4.303e−01153330.4TORSION110,000−4.273e−0142650.6−4.273e−01205561.3TORSION114,884−4.257e−0153381.2−4.257e−01277532.4TORSION21024−4.450e−013670.0−4.450e−0151230.0TORSION25476−4.303e−0141510.3−4.303e−01103340.5TORSION210,000−4.273e−0142640.8−4.273e−01124661.1TORSION214,884−4.257e−0142601.1−4.257e−01156162.0TORSION31024−1.232e+003410.0−1.232e+004370.0TORSION35476−1.217e+003840.1−1.217e+0061270.1TORSION310,000−1.214e+0041430.3−1.214e+0072050.3TORSION314,884−1.212e+0041560.4−1.212e+0092450.6TORSION41024−1.232e+003370.0−1.232e+004520.0TORSION45476−1.217e+0031020.1−1.217e+0061650.2TORSION410,000−1.214e+0041310.3−1.214e+0072490.5TORSION414,884−1.212e+0052210.8−1.212e+00103080.9TORSION51024−2.876e+003150.0−2.876e+003210.0TORSION55476−2.863e+003390.0−2.863e+004530.0TORSION510,000−2.860e+003620.1−2.860e+004790.1TORSION514,884−2.859e+003680.2−2.859e+005920.2TORSION61024−2.876e+003200.0−2.876e+003360.0TORSION65476−2.863e+003470.0−2.863e+004910.1TORSION610,000−2.860e+003650.1−2.860e+0041300.3TORSION614,884−2.859e+0041160.3−2.859e+0051730.5TORSIONA1024−4.174e−013780.0−4.174e−0151150.0TORSIONA5476−4.183e−0142220.3−4.183e−01153300.4TORSIONA10,000−4.184e−0152900.8−4.184e−01215361.2TORSIONA5476−4.183e−0142220.3−4.183e−01153300.4TORSIONB1024−4.174e−013780.0−4.174e−0141000.0TORSIONB5476−4.183e−0141640.3−4.183e−0193180.5TORSIONB10,000−4.184e−0152610.8−4.184e−01104671.2TORSIONB14,884−4.184e−0152841.2−4.184e−01136152.2TORSIONC1024−1.202e+003420.0−1.202e+004330.0TORSIONC5476−1.204e+003840.1−1.204e+0051270.1TORSIONC10,000−1.204e+0041390.3−1.204e+0072050.3TORSIONC14,884−1.204e+0041560.4−1.204e+0092460.6TORSIOND1024−1.202e+003490.0−1.202e+005500.0TORSIOND5476−1.204e+0041230.2−1.204e+0061670.2TORSIOND10,000−1.204e+0041420.3−1.204e+0092340.5TORSIOND14,884−1.204e+0073391.3−1.204e+00103120.9TORSIONE1024−2.846e+003150.0−2.846e+003210.0TORSIONE5476−2.850e+003350.0−2.850e+004530.0TORSIONE10,000−2.851e+003560.1−2.851e+004790.1TORSIONE14,884−2.851e+003680.2−2.851e+005920.2TORSIONF1024−2.846e+004230.0−2.846e+004370.0TORSIONF5476−2.850e+003420.0−2.850e+005930.1TORSIONF10,000−2.851e+003660.1−2.851e+0041310.3TORSIONF14,884−2.851e+0031060.3−2.851e+0052110.6

In [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, we report the 43 problems that have been solved in more than 1 s by at least one algorithm and both algorithms have found the same stationary point (with a tolerance of $10^{- 3}$). To be more specific, let $f_{A}$ and $f_{N}$ be the objective function values at the stationary points found, respectively, by ASA-BCP  and NMBC  when applied to a particular problem. Let $f_{\min} = \min\{ f_{A},f_{N}\}$. We consider that ASA-BCP  and NMBC  have found the same stationary point if$$\frac{|f_{A} - f_{\min}|}{\max\left\{ 1,f_{\min} \right\}} < 10^{- 3}\quad{and}\quad\frac{|f_{N} - f_{\min}|}{\max\left\{ 1,f_{\min} \right\}} < 10^{- 3}.$$Table 2Comparison between ASA-BCP  and NMBC  on the 43 problems that have been solved in more than 1 s by at least one algorithm and both algorithms have found the same stationary point (with a tolerance of $10^{- 3}$).Table 2**Problem**$n$**ASA-BCPNMBC**objf-evalcg-ittime (s)objf-evalcg-ittime (s)BIGGSB110,0001.595e−0219924421.31.500e−02665982.9BIGGSB120,0001.595e−0219924422.51.500e−02719,02516.6BQPGAUSS2003−3.626e−01990401.8−3.626e−016076741.6CHARDIS010,0001.246e−19212.81.526e−16223.3CHENHARK1000−2.000e+0010719530.1−2.000e+0010756,2162.2CHENHARK5000−2.000e+007315560.4−2.000e+0089129,08723.0CHENHARK10,000−2.000e+0010819350.9−2.000e+00117278,775105.7CHENHARK50,000−2.000e+0013726434.5−2.000e+0061207,468348.6JNLBRNG110,000−1.806e−0153911.1−1.806e−01116991.9JNLBRNG115,625−1.806e−0154291.6−1.806e−01139553.7JNLBRNG210,000−4.149e+0065271.3−4.149e+0087521.9JNLBRNG215,625−4.150e+0076592.3−4.150e+00109693.4JNLBRNGA10,000−2.711e−0164181.1−2.711e−01116501.7JNLBRNGA15,625−2.685e−0154461.8−2.685e−01139073.4JNLBRNGB5625−6.330e+00614631.7−6.330e+00413881.7JNLBRNGB10,000−6.301e+00719623.7−6.301e+00423334.6JNLBRNGB15,625−6.281e+00823617.1−6.281e+00729028.9MCCORMCK10,000−9.133e+0312160.1−9.133e+03385471.1MCCORMCK50,000−4.566e+0418290.5−4.566e+04372552.5MINSURFO27062.515e+0052740.32.515e+002623902.6MINSURFO59312.485e+001056471.82.485e+002719944.2NCVXBQP310,000−6.506e+09541290.1−6.506e+09616415,3269.8NCVXBQP3100,000−6.505e+1128710246.6−6.505e+11679307616.7NOBNDTOR10,000−4.438e−0153180.9−4.438e−01167632.3NOBNDTOR14,884−4.405e−0163961.7−4.405e−01199143.8NOBNDTOR40,000−4.347e−0196597.6−4.347e−0134198120.9OBSTCLAE10,0001.886e+00234381.61.886e+0053840.9OBSTCLAE15,6251.901e+00164061.91.901e+0095411.8OBSTCLAL15,6251.901e+0042110.71.901e+0084331.2OBSTCLBL15,6257.296e+0042010.97.296e+00103701.6OBSTCLBU15,6257.296e+0052311.17.296e+00103801.5ODNAMUR11,1309.237e+0372240,21324.59.237e+0384258,57941.7POWELLBC10003.103e+05483416959.33.103e+05287332848.7QRTQUAD5000−2.649e+1171630781.1−2.649e+11102439081.8SCOND1LS10022.967e−043657944,44157.38.954e−0448502,576,566184.4TORSION110,000−4.273e−0142650.6−4.273e−01205561.3TORSION114,884−4.257e−0153381.2−4.257e−01277532.4TORSION210,000−4.273e−0142640.8−4.273e−01124661.1TORSION214,884−4.257e−0142601.1−4.257e−01156162.0TORSIONA10,000−4.184e−0152900.8−4.184e−01215361.2TORSIONB10,000−4.184e−0152610.8−4.184e−01104671.2TORSIONB14,884−4.184e−0152841.2−4.184e−01136152.2TORSIOND14,884−1.204e+0073391.3−1.204e+00103120.9

In [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, we report the problems that have been solved in more than 1 s by ASA-BCP  or NMBC  and such that both algorithms have found different stationary points (with a tolerance of $10^{- 3}$).Table 3Comparison between ASA-BCP and NMBC: problems solved in more than 1 s by at least one algorithm and such that both algorithms find different stationary points.Table 3**Problem**$n$**ASA-BCPNMBC**objf-evalcg-ittime (s)objf-evalcg-ittime (s)SCOND1LS50021.278e−021874451,965133.32.032e−021051995,227317.3

All the tables include the following data: the name (Problem) and the dimension (*n*) of the problems considered, the objective function value at the stationary point found (obj), the number of function evaluations (f-eval), the total number of conjugate gradient iterations (cg-it) and the computational time in seconds (time).

2.5. Comparison among ASA-BCP, ALGENCAN  and LANCELOT B {#s0045}
-------------------------------------------------------

In [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, we report the numerical results obtained by ASA-BCP, ALGENCAN  and LANCELOT B  on 140 problems from the CUTEst collection.Table 4Comparison among ASA-BCP, ALGENCAN and LANCELOT B on 140 problems from the CUTEst collection.Table 4**Problem**$n$**ASA-BCPALGENCANLANCELOT B**objf-evalcg-ittime (s)objf-evalcg-ittime (s)objf-evalcg-ittime (s)BDEXP10003.953e−0411100.03.919e−0411690.03.919e−0411190.0BDEXP50001.967e−0311100.01.964e−0311590.01.964e−0311260.1BIGGSB110001.500e−0219822720.11.500e−024034$> 10^{5}$2.51.500e−025025000.1BIGGSB150001.595e−0219924420.61.500e−0226,150$> 10^{6}$283.31.500e−02250225002.1BIGGSB110,0001.595e−0219924421.31.500e−0257,308$> 10^{7}$2274.71.500e−02500250007.4BIGGSB120,0001.595e−0219924422.51.500e−02$> 10^{5}$$> 10^{7}$18,287.81.500e−0210,00210,00032.6BQPGAUSS2003−3.626e−01990401.8−3.626e−0118920,1441.3−3.626e−011249031.1CHARDIS020006.384e−22210.11.618e−21220.37.275e−22207.2CHARDIS040004.648e−20210.51.668e−20221.15.438e−202076.7CHARDIS010,0001.246e−19212.81.793e−19226.61.799e−18202226.3CHENHARK1000−2.000e+0010719530.1−2.000e+006446700.1−2.000e+002064840.1CHENHARK5000−2.000e+007315560.4−2.000e+003660910.6−2.000e+0061116410.9CHENHARK10,000−2.000e+0010819350.9−2.000e+003560921.3−2.000e+0061522942.0CHENHARK50,000−2.000e+0013726434.5−2.00e+003510,0947.2−2.000e+0058939537.9CVXBQP110002.252e+041090.02.252e+041150.02.252e+04200.0CVXBQP110,0002.250e+0613110.02.250e+061450.02.250e+06210.1CVXBQP1100,0002.250e+0815120.22.250e+081850.12.250e+082016.0EXPLIN1200−7.193e+071082790.0−7.192e+07912920.0−7.193e+07142850.0EXPLIN21200−7.200e+0741690.0−7.200e+071091290.0−7.200e+0710700.0EXPQUAD1200−3.685e+091462250.0−3.685e+091854840.0−3.685e+091003730.1JNLBRNG11024−1.803e−0141350.0−1.803e−01283740.0−1.803e−017930.0JNLBRNG11156−1.803e−0131280.0−1.803e−01354390.0−1.803e−0181170.0JNLBRNG15625−1.805e−0142780.4−1.805e−019217880.3−1.805e−01156351.0JNLBRNG110,000−1.806e−0153911.1−1.806e−0112132390.9−1.806e−012011352.9JNLBRNG115,625−1.806e−0154291.6−1.806e−0116348892.0−1.806e−012518107.1JNLBRNG21024−4.125e+0031580.0−4.125e+00123420.0−4.125e+005680.0JNLBRNG21156−4.128e+0031910.1−4.128e+00133620.0−4.128e+005680.0JNLBRNG25625−4.147e+0054070.5−4.147e+004421550.3−4.147e+00103190.5JNLBRNG210,000−4.149e+0065271.3−4.149e+005933760.8−4.149e+00125371.3JNLBRNG215,625−4.150e+0076592.3−4.150e+007951541.9−4.150e+00159123.4JNLBRNGA1024−2.954e−013990.0−2.954e−01282530.0−2.954e−018810.0JNLBRNGA1156−2.935e−0131200.0−2.935e−01292530.0−2.935e−018850.0JNLBRNGA5625−2.753e−0153400.5−2.753e−01757340.2−2.753e−01154410.7JNLBRNGA10000−2.711e−0164181.1−2.711e−0110611990.5−2.711e−01198242.2JNLBRNGA15625−2.685e−0154461.8−2.685e−0112915080.8−2.685e−012213275.2JNLBRNGB1024−6.440e+0045960.1−6.440e+00118410.0−6.440e+008480.0JNLBRNGB1156−6.429e+0045930.1−6.429e+001711370.0−6.429e+008520.0JNLBRNGB5625−6.330e+00614631.7−6.330e+002627440.4−6.330e+00101060.2JNLBRNGB10,000−6.301e+00719623.7−6.301e+005134180.9−6.301e+00101560.5JNLBRNGB15,625−6.281e+00823617.1−6.281e+005650741.9−6.281e+00113291.3LINVERSE19996.810e+02212410.16.820e+0225710.06.810e+022316450.5MCCORMCK1000−9.137e+027200.0−9.137e+0211270.0−9.137e+02840.0MCCORMCK5000−4.567e+0313220.0−4.567e+0310290.0−4.567e+03750.0MCCORMCK10,000−9.133e+0312160.1−9.133e+0310290.1−9.133e+03740.1MCCORMCK50,000−4.566e+0418290.5−4.566e+0410290.3−4.566e+04860.3MINSURFO27062.515e+0052740.32.515e+0085250.12.515e+007530.1MINSURFO59312.485e+001056471.82.485e+00109480.22.485e+0091190.3NCVXBQP11000−1.987e+081090.0−1.987e+08410.0−1.987e+08200.0NCVXBQP110,000−1.986e+1011100.0−1.986e+10810.0−1.986e+10200.1NCVXBQP1100,000−1.985e+1215110.2−1.985e+121110.1−1.985e+122616.1NCVXBQP21000−1.334e+0815240.0−1.334e+0826240.0−1.334e+083390.0NCVXBQP210,000−1.334e+1031630.1−1.334e+10841020.1−1.334e+1044070.2NCVXBQP2100,000−1.334e+12411000.7−1.334e+12871421.2−1.334e+124401318.5NCVXBQP31000−6.530e+0720340.0−6.577e+0713180.0−6.579e+074340.0NCVXBQP310,000−6.506e+09541290.1−6.557e+0929500.0−6.558e+0963600.2NCVXBQP3100,000−6.505e+1128710246.6−6.556e+11691851.1−6.557e+116344120.3NOBNDTOR5476−4.499e−0142350.4−4.499e−0112617250.4−4.499e−01243630.7NOBNDTOR10,000−4.438e−0153180.9−4.438e−0117326300.9−4.438e−01315962.0NOBNDTOR14,884−4.405e−0163961.7−4.405e−0122437631.9−4.405e−01377904.0NOBNDTOR40,000−4.347e−0196597.6−4.347e−01408892211.7−4.347e−0161179123.9NONSCOMP10008.661e−167370.02.981e−159620.02.986e−15980.0NONSCOMP50005.054e−137340.01.529e−149590.01.523e−14990.0NONSCOMP10,0001.680e−127370.03.062e−149560.03.055e−14990.0OBSTCLAE56251.863e+0092210.41.863e+00507880.21.863e+00624884.7OBSTCLAE10,0001.886e+00234381.61.886e+00859450.61.886e+007464615.1OBSTCLAE15,6251.901e+00164061.91.901e+0010522441.01.901e+005740937.5OBSTCLAL56251.863e+0041240.21.863e+00637890.21.863e+00171960.3OBSTCLAL10,0001.886e+0041590.31.886e+008312240.41.886e+00203360.7OBSTCLAL15,6251.901e+0042110.71.901e+0011218620.91.901e+00254801.6OBSTCLBL56257.231e+0041160.27.231e+00513230.27.231e+00139531.5OBSTCLBL10,0007.272e+0041550.57.272e+00944350.57.272e+001617974.9OBSTCLBL15,6257.296e+0042010.97.296e+001105161.17.296e+0019276111.8OBSTCLBM56257.231e+003880.17.231e+00201810.17.231e+0064850.9OBSTCLBM10,0007.272e+0041190.47.272e+00322850.27.272e+0067942.6OBSTCLBM15,6257.296e+0041640.87.296e+00343100.37.296e+00613777.1OBSTCLBU56257.231e+0052110.47.231e+00433710.17.231e+00142300.4OBSTCLBU10,0007.272e+0041630.57.272e+00604780.37.272e+00174251.2OBSTCLBU15,6257.296e+0052311.17.296e+00816870.77.296e+00207873.3ODNAMUR11,1309.237e+0372240,21324.59.237e+03368$> 10^{5}$3037.89.237e+031227,88623.6PENTDI1000−7.500e−013110.0−7.500e−01200.0−7.500e−01200.0PENTDI5000−7.500e−013110.0−7.500e−01200.0−7.500e−01200.0PENTDI10,000−7.500e−013110.0−7.500e−01200.0−7.500e−01200.0PENTDI50,000−7.500e−013110.1−7.500e−01200.0−7.500e−01200.0POWELLBC10003.103e+05483416959.33.103e+05361297117.73.198e+05635329679.7QRTQUAD1200−3.685e+091186380.1−3.685e+092068510.0−3.685e+092304350.3QRTQUAD5000−2.649e+1171630781.1−2.649e+1153128220.5−2.649e+11356811,35634.0QUDLIN1200−7.200e+07410.0−7.200e+07200.0−7.200e+07200.0QUDLIN5000−1.250e+09720.0−1.250e+09200.0−1.250e+09200.0QUDLIN10,000−5.000e+09820.0−5.000e+09200.0−5.000e+09200.1SCOND1LS10022.967e−043657$> 10^{5}$57.38.938e−061045$> 10^{5}$12.31.158e−106456180.3SCOND1LS50021.278e−021874$> 10^{5}$133.32.391e−041060$> 10^{6}$318.73.418e−057407161.8SINEALI1000−9.990e+0416440.0−9.990e+0431640.0−9.990e+0414100.0TORSION11024−4.450e−013770.0−4.450e−01331720.0−4.450e−0111730.0TORSION15476−4.303e−0142130.3−4.303e−0111610270.3−4.303e−01243210.5TORSION110,000−4.273e−0142650.6−4.273e−0117317910.7−4.273e−01325491.5TORSION114,884−4.257e−0153381.2−4.257e−0121724981.3−4.257e−01387933.1TORSION21024−4.450e−013670.0−4.450e−01301290.0−4.450e−0173010.1TORSION25476−4.303e−0141510.3−4.303e−01875620.2−4.303e−011016403.1TORSION210,000−4.273e−0142640.8−4.273e−011178170.4−4.273e−0110313811.0TORSION214,884−4.257e−0142601.1−4.257e−011439830.7−4.257e−0110432622.6TORSION31024−1.232e+003410.0−1.232e+0012450.0−1.232e+006230.0TORSION35476−1.217e+003840.1−1.217e+00432920.1−1.217e+0012980.1TORSION310,000−1.214e+0041430.3−1.214e+00665250.2−1.214e+00161710.4TORSION314,884−1.212e+0041560.4−1.212e+00928070.5−1.212e+00202410.7TORSION41024−1.232e+003370.0−1.232e+0018710.0−1.232e+0072560.1TORSION45476−1.217e+0031020.1−1.217e+00502010.1−1.217e+001013872.3TORSION410000−1.214e+0041310.3−1.214e+00723190.2−1.214e+0012457214.0TORSION414884−1.212e+0052210.8−1.212e+001024640.4−1.212e+0016564627.5TORSION51024−2.876e+003150.0−2.876e+006210.0−2.876e+00470.0TORSION55476−2.863e+003390.0−2.863e+00181030.0−2.863e+007330.0TORSION510,000−2.860e+003620.1−2.860e+00271710.1−2.860e+009570.1TORSION514,884−2.859e+003680.2−2.859e+00332150.2−2.859e+0010720.2TORSION61024−2.876e+003200.0−2.876e+0011240.0−2.876e+0061710.0TORSION65476−2.863e+003470.0−2.863e+0026760.1−2.863e+00820022.2TORSION610,000−2.860e+003650.1−2.860e+00371100.1−2.860e+00944008.5TORSION614,884−2.859e+0041160.3−2.859e+00431110.2−2.859e+0011493316.8TORSIONA1024−4.174e−013780.0−4.174e−01331720.0−4.174e−0111770.0TORSIONA5476−4.183e−0142220.3−4.183e−0111610340.3−4.183e−01243200.6TORSIONA10,000−4.184e−0152900.8−4.184e−0117318020.7−4.184e−01325581.6TORSIONA5476−4.183e−0142220.3−4.183e−0111610340.3−4.183e−01243200.5TORSIONB1024−4.174e−013780.0−4.174e−01251260.0−4.174e−0181490.1TORSIONB5476−4.183e−0141640.3−4.183e−01734880.1−4.183e−01816773.3TORSIONB10,000−4.184e−0152610.8−4.184e−011017140.4−4.184e−011025939.5TORSIONB14,884−4.184e−0152841.2−4.184e−011279090.7−4.184e−0110444724.0TORSIONC1024−1.202e+003420.0−1.202e+0012440.0−1.202e+006230.0TORSIONC5476−1.204e+003840.1−1.204e+00432910.1−1.204e+0012980.1TORSIONC10,000−1.204e+0041390.3−1.204e+00665260.3−1.204e+00161710.4TORSIONC14,884−1.204e+0041560.4−1.204e+00928060.5−1.204e+00202410.7TORSIOND1024−1.202e+003490.0−1.202e+0019720.0−1.202e+0082660.1TORSIOND5476−1.204e+0041230.2−1.204e+00512030.1−1.204e+001113991.9TORSIOND10,000−1.204e+0041420.3−1.204e+00713220.3−1.204e+001621367.0TORSIOND14,884−1.204e+0073391.3−1.204e+001034680.5−1.204e+0010913441.2TORSIONE1024−2.846e+003150.0−2.846e+006200.0−2.846e+00470.0TORSIONE5476−2.850e+003350.0−2.850e+00181020.1−2.850e+007330.0TORSIONE10,000−2.851e+003560.1−2.851e+00271700.1−2.851e+009570.1TORSIONE14,884−2.851e+003680.2−2.851e+00332150.2−2.851e+0010720.2TORSIONF1024−2.846e+004230.0−2.846e+0011410.0−2.846e+0061900.0TORSIONF5476−2.850e+003420.0−2.850e+00261240.1−2.850e+00819602.2TORSIONF10,000−2.851e+003660.1−2.851e+00331840.2−2.851e+00944168.9TORSIONF14,884−2.851e+0031060.3−2.851e+00422060.2−2.851e+0011511218.3

In [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}, we report the 62 problems that have been solved in more than 1 s by at least one algorithm and all the algorithms have found the same stationary point (with a tolerance of $10^{- 3}$). To be more specific, let $f_{AS}$, $f_{AL}$ and $f_{LB}$ be the objective function values at the stationary points found, respectively, by ASA-BCP, ALGENCAN  and LANCELOT B  when applied to a particular problem. Let $f_{\min} = \min\{ f_{AS},f_{AL},f_{LB}\}$. We consider that ASA-BCP, ALGENCAN  and LANCELOT B  find the same stationary point if$$\frac{|f_{AS} - f_{\min}|}{\max\left\{ 1,f_{\min} \right\}} < 10^{- 3},\quad\frac{|f_{AL} - f_{\min}|}{\max\left\{ 1,f_{\min} \right\}} < 10^{- 3}\quad{and}\quad\frac{|f_{LB} - f_{\min}|}{\max\left\{ 1,f_{\min} \right\}} < 10^{- 3}.$$Table 5Comparison between ASA-BCP, ALGENCAN and LANCELOT B on the 62 problems that have been solved in more than 1 s by at least one algorithm and all the algorithms have found the same stationary point (with a tolerance of $10^{- 3}$).Table 5**Problem**$n$**ASA-BCPALGENCANLANCELOT B**objf-evalcg-ittime (s)objf-evalcg-ittime (s)objf-evalcg-ittime (s)BIGGSB110001.500e−0219822720.11.500e−024034$> 10^{5}$2.51.500e−025025000.1BIGGSB150001.595e−0219924420.61.500e−0226,150$> 10^{6}$283.31.500e−02250225002.1BIGGSB110,0001.595e−0219924421.31.500e−0257,308$> 10^{7}$2274.71.500e−02500250007.4BIGGSB120,0001.595e−0219924422.51.500e−02$> 10^{5}$$> 10^{7}$18,287.81.500e−0210,00210,00032.6BQPGAUSS2003−3.626e−01990401.8−3.626e−0118920,1441.3−3.626e−011249031.1CHARDIS020006.384e−22210.11.618e−21220.37.275e−22207.2CHARDIS040004.648e−20210.51.668e−20221.15.438e−202076.7CHARDIS010,0001.246e−19212.81.793e−19226.61.799e−18202226.3CHENHARK10,000−2.000e+0010819350.9−2.000e+003560921.3−2.000e+0061522942.0CHENHARK50,000−2.000e+0013726434.5−2.000e+003510,0947.2−2.000e+0058939537.9CVXBQP1100,0002.250e+0815120.22.250e+081850.12.250e+082016.0JNLBRNG15625−1.805e−0142780.4−1.805e−019217880.3−1.805e−01156351.0JNLBRNG110,000−1.806e−0153911.1−1.806e−0112132390.9−1.806e−012011352.9JNLBRNG115,625−1.806e−0154291.6−1.806e−0116348892.0−1.806e−012518107.1JNLBRNG210,000−4.149e+0065271.3−4.149e+005933760.8−4.149e+00125371.3JNLBRNG215,625−4.150e+0076592.3−4.150e+007951541.9−4.150e+00159123.4JNLBRNGA10,000−2.711e−0164181.1−2.711e−0110611990.5−2.711e−01198242.2JNLBRNGA15,625−2.685e−0154461.8−2.685e−0112915080.8−2.685e−012213275.2JNLBRNGB5625−6.330e+00614631.7−6.330e+002627440.4−6.330e+00101060.2JNLBRNGB10,000−6.301e+00719623.7−6.301e+005134180.9−6.301e+00101560.5JNLBRNGB15,625−6.281e+00823617.1−6.281e+005650741.9−6.281e+00113291.3MINSURFO59312.485e+001056471.82.485e+00109480.22.485e+0091190.3NCVXBQP1100,000−1.985e+1215110.2−1.985e+121110.1−1.985e+122616.1NCVXBQP2100,000−1.334e+12411000.7−1.334e+12871421.2−1.334e+124401318.5NOBNDTOR10,000−4.438e−0153180.9−4.438e−0117326300.9−4.438e−01315962.0NOBNDTOR14,884−4.405e−0163961.7−4.405e−0122437631.9−4.405e−01377904.0NOBNDTOR40,000−4.347e−0196597.6−4.347e−01408892211.7−4.347e−0161179123.9OBSTCLAE56251.863e+0092210.41.863e+00507880.21.863e+00624884.7OBSTCLAE10,0001.886e+00234381.61.886e+00859450.61.886e+007464615.1OBSTCLAE15,6251.901e+00164061.91.901e+0010522441.01.901e+005740937.5OBSTCLAL15,6251.901e+0042110.71.901e+0011218620.91.901e+00254801.6OBSTCLBL56257.231e+0041160.27.231e+00513230.27.231e+00139531.5OBSTCLBL10,0007.272e+0041550.57.272e+00944350.57.272e+001617974.9OBSTCLBL15,6257.296e+0042010.97.296e+001105161.17.296e+0019276111.8OBSTCLBM10,0007.272e+0041190.47.272e+00322850.27.272e+0067942.6OBSTCLBM15,6257.296e+0041640.87.296e+00343100.37.296e+00613777.1OBSTCLBU10,0007.272e+0041630.57.272e+00604780.37.272e+00174251.2OBSTCLBU15,6257.296e+0052311.17.296e+00816870.77.296e+00207873.3ODNAMUR11,1309.237e+0372240,21324.59.237e+03368$> 10^{5}$3037.89.237e+031227,88623.6QRTQUAD5000−2.649e+1171630781.1−2.649e+1153128220.5−2.649e+11356811,35634.0SCOND1LS10022.967e−043657$> 10^{5}$57.38.938e−061045$> 10^{5}$12.31.158e−106456180.3TORSION110,000−4.273e−0142650.6−4.273e−0117317910.7−4.273e−01325491.5TORSION114,884−4.257e−0153381.2−4.257e−0121724981.3−4.257e−01387933.1TORSION25476−4.303e−0141510.3−4.303e−01875620.2−4.303e−011016403.1TORSION210,000−4.273e−0142640.8−4.273e−011178170.4−4.273e−0110313811.0TORSION214,884−4.257e−0142601.1−4.257e−011439830.7−4.257e−0110432622.6TORSION45476−1.217e+0031020.1−1.217e+00502010.1−1.217e+001013872.3TORSION410,000−1.214e+0041310.3−1.214e+00723190.2−1.214e+0012457214.0TORSION414,884−1.212e+0052210.8−1.212e+001024640.4−1.212e+0016564627.5TORSION65476−2.863e+003470.0−2.863e+0026760.1−2.863e+00820022.2TORSION610,000−2.860e+003650.1−2.860e+00371100.1−2.860e+00944008.5TORSION614,884−2.859e+0041160.3−2.859e+00431110.2−2.859e+0011493316.8TORSIONA10,000−4.184e−0152900.8−4.184e−0117318020.7−4.184e−01325581.6TORSIONB5476−4.183e−0141640.3−4.183e−01734880.1−4.183e−01816773.3TORSIONB10,000−4.184e−0152610.8−4.184e−011017140.4−4.184e−011025939.5TORSIONB14,884−4.184e−0152841.2−4.184e−011279090.7−4.184e−0110444724.0TORSIOND5476−1.204e+0041230.2−1.204e+00512030.1−1.204e+001113991.9TORSIOND10,000−1.204e+0041420.3−1.204e+00713220.3−1.204e+001621367.0TORSIOND14,884−1.204e+0073391.3−1.204e+001034680.5−1.204e+0010913441.2TORSIONF5476−2.850e+003420.0−2.850e+00261240.1−2.850e+00819602.2TORSIONF10,000−2.851e+003660.1−2.851e+00331840.2−2.851e+00944168.9TORSIONF14,884−2.851e+0031060.3−2.851e+00422060.2−2.851e+0011511218.3

In [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}, we report the problems that have been solved in more than 1 s by at least one algorithm among ASA-BCP, ALGENCAN  and LANCELOT B  and such that all the algorithms have found different stationary points (with a tolerance of $10^{- 3}$).Table 6Comparison between ASA-BCP, ALGENCAN  and LANCELOT B: problems solved in more than 1 s by at least one algorithm and such that all the algorithms find different stationary points.Table 6**Problem**$n$**ASA-BCPALGENCANLANCELOT B**objf-evalcg-ittime (s)objf-evalcg-ittime (s)objf-evalcg-ittime (s)NCVXBQP3100,000−6.505e+1128710246.6−6.556e+11691851.1−6.557e+116344120.3POWELLBC10003.103e+05483416959.33.103e+05361297117.73.198e+05635329679.7SCOND1LS50021.278e−021874$> 10^{5}$133.32.391e−041060$> 10^{6}$318.73.418e−057407161.8

All the tables include the following data: the name (Problem) and the dimension (*n*) of the problems considered, the objective function value at the stationary point found (obj), the number of function evaluations (f-eval), the total number of conjugate gradient iterations (cg-it) and the computational time in seconds (time).
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Transparency document associated with this article can be found in the online version at <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dib.2018.11.061>.

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in the online version at <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dib.2018.11.061>.
